REMINDER

Standard UIMLA - Article 5
To maintain the authorisation to practice the IML must undertake a programme of Continuing Professional Development as defined by their National Association or local legal authority and approved by UIMLA. The minimum requirement is detailed in the UIMLA Continuing Professional Development policy.

“UIMLA CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY”

The revalidation is a professional obligation for life which enables the International Mountain Leaders to update and revalidate their knowledge and professional skills. It guarantees the upholding of competences, especially in terms of security.

It must take place on a basis of an average of a ½ day per year computed on a maximal duration of 6 years.

UIMLA also encourages IML to involve themselves in a continuous personal training

The mandatory content covered, closely related with the profession, are :

- Medicine, First Aid and Rescue based on an international standard
- Security in mountain
- Orienteering - navigation
- Avalanche, use of transceiver
- Changes / updates in legal regulation of member countries.

The content of the revalidation of each country must be sent to for comment to the Executive Board and the head of the technical commission and then validate by the GA.